(Tuesday, Nov. 5) Georgia Aquarium / CNN Tour / Lunch @ Sun Dial

Georgia Aquarium:
Experience 10 million gallons of awe-inspiring wonders at Georgia Aquarium. Visit and learn about whale sharks, beluga whales, manta rays, penguins and sea lions. Don’t miss the sea lion presentation and Dolphin Celebration presentations, The 4D Funbelievable Theater and the daily penguin Waddle Walk. ADMISSION INCLUDES: Expedited Entry with Anytime Pass, including one-time entry to all galleries, AT&T Dolphin Celebration, sea lion presentation, and The 4D Funbelievable Theater.

CNN Tour:
Get exclusive, behind-the-scenes access to the world headquarters of CNN, only with CNN Studio Tours. Take a 50-minute walking tour with your very own guide through the halls of the historic CNN Center and get an inside look at how a live broadcast is produced and sent to viewers all over the world. From the historic first newscast to the now living legacy, learn how CNN became the worldwide leader in news.

Lunch @ Sun Dial:
Situated on the uppermost floors of The Westin Peachtree Plaza, The Sun Dial Restaurant, Bar & View offers unparalleled views and a distinct Atlanta dining experience that makes the most of the city’s proximity to local, farm-to-table ingredients. A tri-level complex, The Sun Dial features an upscale restaurant, a cocktail lounge and an observatory level with a breathtaking 360-degree panorama of the magnificent skyline from 723 feet above.

(Wednesday, Nov. 6) World of Coke / National Center for Civil & Human Rights / Lunch @ White Oak Kitchen

World of Coke:
Learn the story behind the world’s most famous and most loved beverage brand at the World of Coca-Cola and get closer than ever before to the vault containing the Secret Formula. Get a behind-the-scenes look at the bottling process, take a trip around the world in a thrilling 4D movie experience, and tempt your taste buds with more than 100 beverages from around the globe. ADMISSION INCLUDES: General Admission with expedited entry during peak attendance periods, 4D Theater, and an ice-cold Coca-Cola, Diet Coke or Coke Zero in an aluminum bottle when you enter the lobby.

National Center for Civil & Human Rights:
A powerful and uplifting journey that provides an understanding of the role each person plays in helping protect the civil and human rights of all people. Sit at an interactive lunch counter and experience what heroic protestors braved, stand face-to-face with global human rights champions, view items that changed history, and see MLK’s personal papers and artifacts. Awarded TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence.

Lunch @ White Oak Kitchen:
The kitchen at White Oak prepares food that reflects the dynamic contradictions of Southern life. The merging of contemporary with traditional, simple with complex, and rural with metropolitan are represented in a menu that requires precise methods of production, yet results in plates that appear simple and familiar. Each item is simply named to guide you toward your selection, while ingredient and preparation details are listed should you have a greater interest; however, no matter your level of interest or culinary knowledge, rest assured your Snapper will taste like snapper and your Grits will taste like grits.

Aquarium, CNN, Sun Dial (Tuesday) - $80
Coke, Civil Rights Ctr., White Oak (Wednesday) - $80
ENJOY BOTH DAYS FOR $150